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Those Controversial Late
Finished Plates

by

Peter Huntoon

M ICHAEL Kane (1984) wrote a very interesting rebuttal to
my article (Huntoon, 1984) on late finished plates in
which he protests my use of the term instead of "trial

plates." The notes of interest are a suite of unusual face and
back plates that have macro size plate numbers. yet the numbers
themselves belong to the old micro number range. Mr. Kane
argues that these plates were the first to be made with macro
numbers. As such, he considers them to be experimental in
nature despite the fact that they were not sent to press until
other macro plates of like type were already in use.

Unfortunately Mr. Kane missed a crucial point that invalidates
his position . The reality remains that the late finished plates were
not the first macro plates made. Here is why. Macro plate
numbers were not engraved on these special plates until long
after the conversion to macro size numbers took place in Jan-
uary 1938. Therefore they could not have been either the first
macros or experimental in any sense of the word.

The manufacture of the plates in question began as early as
1934 in the case of $20 plate 204. All this means is that plate
numbers were assigned to pieces of steel. Other preparatory
steps may or may not have been taken at that time. It is certain
that no plate numbers were engraved on those plates when they
were begun.

When they were finally completed—the last engraving task is
the addition of plate numbers—the conversion to macro
numbers was already an established, historic fact. Bureau per-
sonnel engraved the plates with the then current macro size
numbers. There was nothing first or experimental in this at all.
All that was odd was that the micro vintage numbers ended up
as macros, thus creating what I consider to be a most unusual
variety.
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Aso?
Late finished $5 silver certificate 307 face plate. Begun on April 6,
1936, as a series of 1934 micro plate, finished July 3, 1942. as a series
of 1934A macro plate. Note the conversion to macro numbers was
begun in January, 1938, over four years before plate numbers were
finally engraved on this plate.

I can illustrate the plate completion process with another
story. The first time I visited the Bureau of Engraving and Prin-
ting, I was in the company of Chuck O'Donnell. Chuck was
researching 1928 and 1934 FRN $5 face plates at the time and
came upon a plate that was "begun" and assigned a plate
number in the 1928 series. Its completion was delayed and
Chuck discovered that it was finally finished as a 1934 plate. We

wondered at the time if it might have retained the 1928 gold
clause instead of the 1934 obligation! We were most excited un-
til someone showed us that begun meant only that a number
was assigned to a piece of steel, and the particular piece of steel
we were concerned about had nothing on it until it was com-
pleted as a standard 1934 face plate. The late finished plates dis-
cussed above have similar if not identical stories to tell.

Mr. Kane makes the following series of erroneous statements:

There is no doubt the bureau debated, procrastinated, and
had innumerable disagreements about these first prototype
plates. In fact, if the tables are correct (tables in Huntoon,
1984), the bureau took just over three years from the day the
first prototype was struck (sic) until the first macro plate was
used in an issuance. This seems like a commensurate time
lag considering bureaucratic decision-making, especially
such a major change in its printing policies.

Nothing in the record reveals any truth to these statements
and assumptions. Once the decision to use macro plate
numbers was made in January, 1938, the conversion passed
smoothly to all plates including the unfinished, late finished
group. The conversion to macro plate numbers appears to have
been no big deal at all.

Mr. Kane demands to know why I "insist on refuting Chuck
O'Donnell's" work. One point that I certainly wish to clarify is
that my intent was not to impune Chuck's contributions. Chuck
remains one of my oldest friends in this hobby—our association
dates from 1963—and we have shared a fine working relation-
ship for years as we pick away at mutual research interests. I got
lucky and found new data on the late finished varieties that
Chuck did not have at his disposal when he wrote his catalog.
Once I discovered the true reason for these varieties, I would
have been remiss in not sharing the information with you.

The following acknowledgement summarizes my appreciation
for Chuck's work "Chuck O'Donnell, by cataloguing these varie-
ties, stimulated my interest in them." (Huntoon, 1982).

In my 1984 article, I concluded:

The late finished plates do not owe their origin to experimen-
tation as first thought; however they are every bit as unique
and interesting. They do, in my opinion, constitute an inter-
esting minor variety.

Leon Goodman wrote me several years ago and described
the discovery of the late finished varieties. He says: "I had
discovered the 86 and 87, and later the 307. Chuck O'Don-
nell discovered the 204 at approximately the same time." No
mention was made of $1 back 470. I do not know who came
up with the "trial" theory: Chuck, Leon, or John Schwartz. ■
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